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Add Streaming Video to Your Web Site In Just A Few Clicks, and... Instantly Increase Your Web Site

Credibility And Effectiveness - And Skyrocket Your Sales By Up To 600 In Just A Few Minutes No

expensive equipment, no hiring expensive consultants, no costly monthly fees A message with video and

sound has been proven many times to be more effective than print advertising alone. Studies have shown

that 6 times as many people will respond to a message that is made with video (NIH Research).

Streaming video also provides appeal on an emotional level, which can give the viewer a clearer

understanding of your product or service. A "live" touch on your web site appeals to all the senses of your

visitor, creating a closer connection between you and you visitor. If you put a personal presentation on

your web site, the effect is like being right there in person with your client. As a result, your web site is

likely to increase its sales by up to 600 by just adding streaming video. Until now, it has been a major

challenge for most marketers to successfully stream most video files on the internet. * Have you ever

wanted to put your favorite home video on the internet but did not know how? * Have you ever wanted to

put a personal presentation on you web site, but did not have the means? * Have you ever tried to put

any video file on your web site but it seems to take for ever to load? * Have you come across those flash

movies that take for ever to load, and just show "Loading..." for a whole 10 minutes? The truth is, most

marketers have had no means - they either had to pay hundreds of dollars for expensive services to get a

"professional" prepare video / flash for them, or they had to subscribe to costly monthly fees just to

maintain their videos working on their own web sites! Instant Video Streamer allows you to easily stream

even large-size movies within minutes This sale also comes with a sales page,to view go here

vip-websites.info/ So to recap. Full resale rights to the product Instant video streamer software
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